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This manual will give you information that
you can use to do your own custom repairs
on guitars. As with any project there is a
great deal of time involved with learning to
do things correctly, but I have found over
the years that slowing down, doing things
step by step, you can build what you want
consistently every time. This manual will
provide that step by step instruction to
guide you in learning to figure out what
your needs are for a custom built guitar on
a budget. Where to find the parts, how to
do the work and more. I will build a
custom SG in my shop. Change the scale
on the guitar. Modify the neck to fit, wire
it, install pickups and more. I will also give
tips and pointers as I do the build and fully
photograph it. The guide is the second in
the Guitar Works series and is fully
illustrated with over 70 images and
descriptive text to guide you. I hope you
enjoy the following information
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Premium Modern SG Electronics Upgrade Kit RS Guitarworks RS Guitarworks, Winchester KY. Handcrafted
Custom Guitars, Electronics, Upgrades, Accessories, and more! Custom Work Strandberg Guitarworks How It
Works Pickups: Two Custom Hi-Output P-90s Switching: 3-Way Controls: 2 Volume, 2 Tone Width at the Nut: 1 5/8
We will make one color (voted on by those who put in a deposit), 2 colors if we . Build that and take my money! RS
Guitarworks RS Guitarworks Winchester, KY After playing an EndurNeck equipped .strandberg* guitar at the
Uppsala International Guitar I will be posting build progress under the Gallery heading in the menu from now on.
Posted by Ola Strandberg on Nov 2, 2010 in Articles & Tutorials, Custom Work, Product Images Two notable
differences: The surface is. RS Guitarworks TeeVee Custom Electric Guitar Review Genuine Fender Stratocaster
Guitar Control Knobs - Black - 1 Volume 2 Tone. The Squier Tele Custom II Electric Guitar comes with some tasty
Telecaster About/Pricing Furr Guitars Custom Handcrafted Guitars The bass guitar is a stringed instrument played
primarily with the fingers or thumb, by plucking, . The earliest production basses had a stacked volume and tone control
for each pickup. The Jazz Bass neck was narrower at the nut than the Precision bass 1 1?2 inches (38 mm) .. Conklin
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builds custom ERB basses. Superlative KV RS Guitarworks Explore Shawn Hartels board Guitar build ideas on
Pinterest, the worlds Custom built Steampunk Gibson guitar, This would be an awesome idea for a #Guitar Interesting
travel guitar that breaks down into about 1/8th the volume . Geektastic: Millennium Falcon Bass Guitar That Works .
October 2012 Page 2. Guitar Wiring 102 Seymour Duncan Used for the volume controls in the kit, these pots have a
custom taper that gives You can finally roll your volume down to 2 or 1 and not loose any clarity, even Images for
Guitar Works Volume Two: Custom Builds 1 (Volume 2) Sep 7, 2016 Huw Price checks out two of his latest
creations Untitled-1. Based in the north of England, Motion Custom Works builds handwired Motion Amps-2 The
volume controls are labelled in fractions, and both channels stay 17 Best images about Guitar build ideas on Pinterest
Ukulele All pots sold by RS Guitarworks use standard pots and hole diameters (3/8). Used for the volume controls in
the kit, these pots have a custom taper that gives You can finally roll your volume down to 2 or 1 and not loose any
clarity, even in . Aging and Refinishing Repair and Restoration Custom Build Order Form About The Series Bebop
Guitar Improv Series Mar 25, 2015 This article will explain how I like to wire my guitars that have two humbuckers,
one volume, one an APH-1 Alnico II Pro for the neck, and a TB-11 Custom Custom for the bridge. This is exactly what
Im looking to do in my LP build, two-humbucker setup. Everything works but I shouldnt have that noise. Airline
Mercury Eastwood Custom Guitars no amp volume until 2 1/2(fender bassman LTD) - Ultimate Guitar FAQ
Ernie Ball Guitar Works Volume Three: Custom Builds Two a book by Geo Dell .. Guitar Works Volume Two:
Custom Builds 1 (Volume 2): Geo Dell: 9781503164185: Genius! Guy Builds a Game Boy That Also Works as a
Guitar All pots sold by RS Guitarworks use standard pots and hole diameters (3/8). Used for the volume controls in the
kit, these pots have a custom taper that gives You can finally roll your volume down to 2 or 1 and not loose any clarity,
even in . Aging and Refinishing Repair and Restoration Custom Build Order Form Do It All: 2 Humbuckers And A
5-Way Switch Seymour Duncan Jun 27, 2012 A tone control works differently to a volume control. In the next post
in this series well go into multiple pickups and switching. . Ive done a few home builds and always struggled with the
wiring this is a great site and The guitar has 1 Volume and 2 Tone pots with a 5-way switch and 1 Coil Tap mini.
Deimel Guitarworks Guitars & Basses 35,000. Two. May. Albums. Also. Strong. Sellers. Continued from page 1
new program reporting requirements in the works, give industry- critic Minow plenty of muscle. Lights Provocative
Percussion Vol. II is in its It also is a relatively new way of previewing a new tune for the adult rather than the teen
market. Billboard - Google Books Result Learn more about Furr Guitars and the man behind the brand. We create
functional works of art that push past boundaries and expectations by With a 25 1/2 inch neck and locking Tuners this
bolt on neck is made for one volume and two tone knobs. also has a neck or bridge open volume one tone configuration.
Build Your Own Electric Guitar!: 8 Steps (with Pictures) - Instructables Sep 21, 2015 A game and guitar enthusiast
found a way to combine his favorite things. by Inside Edition 2:38 PM EDT, September 21, 2015 One man took his
two passions in life and fused them together buttons function as volume and tone dials for the guitar and as the buttons
to play a . Custom HTML Preview. Bass guitar - Wikipedia Nov 24, 2015 Early customers of Smiths custom builds,
some costing $2,000, included Peter If it works, leave it well enough alone, Smith says, but soon the company
Mahogany back, Carved maple top, 24 fret, 24 1/2 scale, 10 radius, East PRS #7 Treble and Bass pickups, two volume
and two tone controls with A Brief History of PRS Guitars Reverb Maintain the value of your prized instrument with
genuine replacement parts or build from scratch with the latest in guitar technology. . Guitarworks Guitar Volume
Control Knob, Top Hat .. Emerson Custom CTS 500K Short Split Shaft Pro Potentiometer Fender Stratocaster Knobs, 1
Volume, 2 Tone, Aged White. The great cable myth. SF Guitarworks Mar 15, 2011 Middle position, both pickups in
parallel, Tone and Volume at 10 Aptly named the TeeVee Custom, the integration of these two timeless designs RS
still offers repairs, restoration services, and custom builds, and has also The 25 1/2 -scale neck has a 10 fretboard radius
and is affixed to the body at Fabulous Superlative MS RS Guitarworks Note: All RS Guitarworks Guitars and Basses
may also be ordered in Marty and the Fabulous Superlatives desire for classic feel, tone and build quality. Lindy Fralin
custom-wound SuperlaTone pickups and world-renowned RS Guitarworks Nashville, Volume 1: Tear The Woodpile
Down (2012, Sugar Hill Records). Guitar Wiring Diagram 2 Humbuckers/3-Way Toggle Switch/1 Note: All RS
Guitarworks Guitars and Basses may also be ordered in left-handed Marty and the Fabulous Superlatives desire for
classic feel, tone and build quality. The RS Superlative MS is also equipped with a Custom B-Bender album, Nashville,
Volume 1: Tear The Woodpile Down (2012, Sugar Hill Records). News New KRONOS Sound Libraries from Kid
Nepro: EXs180 Common questions about ordering custom picks, repairing your volume pedals, becoming an Ball
Strings Ernie Ball PARADIGM strings Ernie Ball Volume Pedals Custom Picks .. I have a guitar with a Piezo Acoustic
pickup and a stereo output. Explain the way the 6165 Volume/Pan Pedal works. 1-800-543-2255 Electric Guitar Parts
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and Spares Gear4music The Bebop Guitar Improv Series consists of two volumes, with downloadable multi-media
materials. Volume 2 builds on the principles explored in Volume 1 and explores These custom exercises work
simultaneously at many levels to help your this wonderful system which is full of knowledge and stuff that works!.
Acoustic Guitar Repair Kit - Black pegs/saddle/nut & Fender Strings (Uses for volume and tone control you
typically need between two and four . This gives you a a 1 1/2 thick body blank that is rigid and works great for electric
A classic vintage-like feel and the the essence of two iconic guitar designs are the main CUSTOM. Collaborating with
the musician for unusual projects is a Pots: 2 CTS 500kOhm Vol, 1 CTS 500 kOhm Tone Caps: .022mfd Sprague NOS
Black in order to understand the long process it takes to build your instrument. Genuine Fender Stratocaster Guitar
Control Knobs - Black - 1 ive had some fenders with some weird touchy volume controls but new Bassman 59 LTD
doesnt get any sound until it hits 2 1/2 and of ShotRod Guitar Works . (512) Audio Engineering - Custom Pedal Builds,
Mods and Repairs the problem is two things. the RI 59 bassman has a linear taper pot. Motion Custom Works 3G8B1
& 4G8B1 review - Guitar & Bass Guitar Wiring Diagram 2 Humbuckers/3-Way Toggle Switch/1 Volume/2
Tones/Coil Tap. How to Build a Guitar in 62 Easy Steps! . - Custom Drawn Guitar Wiring Diagrams .. Another Breja
Tone Works (DIY) video - this time going over three different type of Treble Bleeds and how you would install
Pre-Wired Premium Vintage Esquire Type - RS Guitarworks Nov 18, 2010 Your guitars tone pot has a specific
component which stores charge, which 1 ohm on the Musicians Gear, down to .2 ohms on the Analysis Plus. of build
quality, durability, and warranty if such things matter to you. .. guitar circuit of resistors and capacitors, setting the tone
and volume all the way up.
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